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An ecosystem is a community of a living environment interacting with a 
nonliving environment. King Middle School is actually part of the Fore River 
ecosystem because it is so close to it. In our expedition River to the Sea we spent 
this fall trying to answer the question: What is the health of the Fore River 
Ecosystem?

History 
In social studies class Windsor 7 students gathered information about 

development and settlement along the Fore River to see how healthy the river is.  
We looked at how much pollution there was in the area from industries in the past, 
and how it is still affecting the river to this day. We found out that pollution and 
development is making the Fore River unhealthy. Human activity also can tell you 
how healthy it is.  There was human activity in all the areas we went to.  To help 
the Windsor 7 students understand and learn about pollution and how it affects the 
environment we used different resources.  Most of our information came from an 
article called “The Dirty History of Portland Harbor.” It is an article about past 
industries and how they have affected the Portland Harbor.  We also had a guest 
speaker named Mr. Jaegerman from the Portland Planning and Development 
board.  He talked to us about development in Portland today and how it affects the 
Fore River.  He also told us if they put new development in Portland they do 
certain things to keep the area around it healthy.  To have the students get a better 
look at how pollution was created and spread we used a watershed model from the 
Portland Water District.  It let us look closely at how pollution was created, how it 
affected the water, and how the land grows and develops over time.  All the 
information we gathered is to help us answer one question, “How healthy is the 
Fore River Ecosystem?”  All the research we did is helping us answer that one 
question.

We researched to see how healthy the Fore River Ecosystem is and we found 
that there was a pollution problem.  In the 1980s scientists tested the water and 
found sediments that had pollutants in them.   No one even noticed what those 
pollutants were doing to the water.  Those pollutants were making the water 
unhealthy for plant and marine wildlife.  They found many different types of 
pollutants in the sediments but the three that appeared the most in the tests were 
lead, cadmium, and mercury.  Water carries different toxic chemicals from a river 
into a larger body of water and that is when the chemicals sink to the bottom of the 
water and become sediment.  Before the Clean Water Act in the year 1972 there 
were no laws or regulations that said you could not dump the pollutants from 
factories right into the water or on the ground.  Even dumping on the ground is 



bad because if it ever rained those pollutants would get carried into a river which 
leads to a larger body of water.  When pollutants got dumped by industries along 
the Fore River long ago they might not have known that it would still be affecting 
the environment to this day.

Before the 1800s there were no big industries that created a lot of pollution.  
That is because in that time all the pollution that industries made did not affect the 
environment that much.   The only industries in that time were small mills that were 
mostly along the river because their source of energy was water.  They mostly 
processed things like logs and grains.  All of the waste that they created processing 
things was biodegradable.  There was no electrical source of power back then, so 
they had to rely on natural power.  In the 1800s there started to be pollution 
problems.  There were more factories that were introduced and they got a lot 
bigger.  They started mass producing products.  Those industries became 
independent of water power and started using steam power in the 1840s and 
electrical power in the 1880s.  Once they started using a new source of power, new 
pollutants were introduced. The new pollutants were very harmful to the water 
because they were not biodegradable.  The two most common pollutants that they 
found were lead and mercury.  In that time there were six new industries 
introduced.  Two of the industries that impacted the environment were the paint 
and shipyard industries.  There were only four paint factories in Portland at that 
time, and the biggest factory was located on Munjoy Hill.  That factory produced 
white lead which was used a pigment base in the paint, and other metals such as 
zinc and cadmium were used to make the paint color.  Using lead in the paint can 
cause nerve damage and cancer.  As you can see, the paint industry used many 
metals that are harmful the environment.   Next is the shipyard industry.  The 
shipyard industry was one of the industries that used very harmful metals.  The 
metals that they used were lead and copper from the paint on the bottom of the 
ship.  These were harmful to the environment because when the ship sails off into 
the ocean after a while the paint would wear off and all of those metals will sink to 
the bottom of the ocean and stay there.  The industries of this time were big 
polluters.

Pollutants are really harmful to the environment and that is why it is 
important for people to know about the water quality.  It affects the plant and 
animals living in it and it also affects people.  We all live in a watershed so when 
ever we have rain those rain drops carry chemicals from the ground right into the 
water.  Even though the Clean Water Act helped the water not get polluted any 
more a lot of pollutants that were already in the water stayed there and never 
biodegraded. That is why it is important to learn about what went into our water in 
the past.  All of the pollutants in the water from the past still affect the ecosystem 



today and will in the future.

Process

For our first expedition River to the Sea, the Windsor 7 teachers selected 
four different sites to visit along the Fore River to see if the ecosystem is healthy or 
not.  The first site we visited was Capisic Pond. It is located off of Capisic Street in 
Portland, Maine.  When we went there on September 28, 2007, it was a cloudy, 

humid day with a slight breeze and 
sprinkle.  The pond was not very healthy 
because it had trash floating on top of it.  
There was a funky smell, and it was 
brown, but we saw a large variety of 
plants.  The land around Capisic Pond 
was used for residential purposes.  For our 
second field work trip we went to 
Stroudwater Sanctuary.  It is closely 
bordered by South Portland and is off the 
outer part of Congress Street.  The blue 
sky was sunny with scattered clouds. The 
area of Stroudwater Sanctuary is about 
double the size of Capisic Pond.  Along 
the outer part of the Sanctuary there were 
houses and train tracks.  The water did 
not look healthy at all.  It was brown and 
had muck mixed into it.  Next we went to 

Muskrat Loop and it was the second to last site for our field work.  In the sanctuary 
there was a new paved walking path so people can take a walk and observe what is 
there.  The water quality was not too bad.  There wasn’t any trash floating around, 
but the water was still brown and dirty.  The only wildlife we saw in that area were 
birds eating berries off trees.  Overall in that area the plants were healthy.  Finally, 
the trip to the East End River Mouth was our very last fieldwork for our expedition, 
River to the Sea.  It is located right near East End Beach in Portland.  This is 
where the Fore River meets Casco Bay.  Out of all the locations, this site had the 
highest amount of human activity.  This was a very large area so we had a harder 
time finding our plant.  Once we finished all of our field work we brought the 
information back to school for analysis. 

We observed plants because they can tell you how healthy the area is.  If you 
go somewhere and there are sick or dying plants, invasive plants, or no diverse 



plant life, then the area isn’t healthy.  We used many steps to find information on 
the plant we were assigned.  We had to find and measure the leaf, berries, flower 
and tell how much of it there was in that area.  Another thing we also had to do 
was describe the land, and tell what other plants are growing nearby.   We also had 

to tell how healthy they are and snip a 
leaf to put in our field work journals. 
But we did not just look at plants.  We 
also had to measure the air and water 
temperature.  That was just a quick 
snapshot of what we did.  We usually 
went out to the site for about two hours 
and just listened and observed.
A small group of Windsor 7 students 

went out to test the health of the water 
along the Fore River.  The selected 
group of students went to each site 
twice to see if the water had changed 
over time.  They tested for the 
following things: salinity, pH, 
phosphates, nitrates, dissolved oxygen, 
and the water temperature.  The 
results were recorded on paper and 

brought back to school for analysis.
Human activity is actions that humans do to impact the environment.  We 

looked for how much human activity there was because it could show you the 
health of the area.  We looked for trash, housing, and construction.  All of the sites 
had quite a bit of human activity, but each site had a different amount.

Lastly, we created a health continuum in class.  We rated each study site we 
went to from 0-10, 10 being completely healthy and having a lot of diversity of 
plant and animal life.  We came up with this continuum because we had no tool to 
help us rate how healthy the site were.  All of the steps we listed were used to collect 
data to check the health of the Fore River.

Findings Section

In this part of my scientific analysis I will tell you some of the important 
pieces of information that we collected when we went out to the field.  I will also 
share a bar graph about dissolved oxygen which is the most important of all water 
tests that were taken, and I will also include pH and nitrogen graphs.



II.    Date and Time
It is important to know about date and time because we only went to the 

study sites four times over the course of 43 days.  We went in the late summer to 
early fall so we did not get to see the plants over time in different seasons.  This 
helps us see what information we are missing about the plants.  All of the data we 
collected was in the year of 2007 and each day we went it was in the morning.
III.     High and Low Tide

The four times we went out to do site evaluations it was very close to high 
tide.  We would expect more salt to be mixed in with the water.  We need to know 
this to see how much salt water should or shouldn’t be in the water.
IV.       Latitude and Longitude

As you can see from the GPS data, the transect line moved from the head of 
the Fore River to where the river meets the sea.  Latitude and longitude are 
important because it tells you exactly where you are.
V.        Air and Water Temperature

It is important to know about air and water temperature because it affects 
and controls the health of plants and animals on the planet.  It also tells us how 
much oxygen is in the water.  As we went to all four sites we noticed that the air 
temperature got colder as we got later into fall.  We were also there between the 
crossover between fall and winter when we went to our last study site the water was 
warmer than the air.
VI.     Stage of Succession

It is important to know what 
succession the area is in at all four sites we 
went to because it gives the area diversity.  
In all stages of succession different plants 
are growing.  I noticed that in all the sites 
we went to they mostly had all early or mid 
succession, but there were some patches of 
late succession.
VII.       Water Type

It is important to know the type of 
water we are working with because it can 
tell you what plants are growing in the area 
and to identify problems in the area.  
There was three different types of water 
that we encountered.  They were fresh, brackish, and salt water.  Each site had one 
of those three water types.  One thing that we noticed was we moved from fresh 



water inland to the mouth of the river where there is only salt water.
VIII.     Damage and Negative Impact

It is important to pay attention to plants because damage hurts plants and 
we need plants for food, good air and good soil.  Some examples of damage we 
found were trash, air pollution, and pet waste.  Except for two things all the 
damage was caused by humans and now we need to fix it.

IX.       Plant Location and Health
The plant that I studied closely was 

the Choke Cherry.  Where the plant is 
growing can tell a lot about the health of 
the plant and the area.  If the plant is 
healthy it will have strong roots to stabilize 
the soil, and will also improve the air and 
soil quality.  It might be that my plant is 
taller at the East End River Mouth 
because it has healthier soil than all the 
other sites. 
X.        Plant Size

Measuring the plants can be useful 
because it tells you about the health of the plant.  If the area is healthy the plant 
could grow big and strong but if the plant is in a sick area with dirty water the plant 
will most likely be small.  Choke Cherry’s range is from 60-900 cm tall.  All of the 
sites we went to Choke Cherry never got close to 900 cm.  They all were in the 
lower half of the range.
XII.     Invasive Species Situation

Invasives are species that move into a new area and push out the native 
species.  They are a problem because they compete with the natives for sunlight, 
water, space to grow, and nutrients.  When the natives die the area’s plant and 
animal diversity is decreased.  This affects the health of the area.  Below are some 
of the invasive species we observed at most of the sites.   

****
**

****
East End River 
Mouth

Muskrat LoopStroudwater 
Sanctuary

Capisic Pond

Japanese 
Knotweed

Phragmites

Oriental 
Bittersweet

Plant Name



XI.       Health Continuum Ratings
The ecosystem health continuum is a number rating from 0-10 of the health 

of an area.  Zero is a paved trash wasteland and 10 is a Garden of Eden.  I rated 
each of the sites based on clues to ill and good health.  I rated Capisic Pond a 6.5, 
Stroudwater Sanctuary a 6, Muskrat Loop a 4, and East End River Mouth a 5.   
My overall score for all of the areas I observed is 5.4.  I rated it that because after 
hearing what Mr. Jaegerman and Sarah Morrisseau had to say about development 
and plant life it changed my mind on what I should rate it.  Also, just what I 
observed in the field helped me make my decision.  Some of clues to good health 
are plant and animal diversity, different stages of succession in the plants, and good 
water quality.  Some clues to ill health are invasive species, and damage done by 
humans and nature.

Dissolved oxygen is measured in a scale 0-10 parts per million.
Excellent=9.0 and up
Good=6.1 to 8.9
Fair=5.0 to 6.0
Poor=4.9 and below

This test is important to know because it tells you how much oxygen is in the 
water.  The first test is on dissolved oxygen.  All living things need dissolved oxygen.  
Our findings showed different levels of dissolved oxygen at each site.  Some sites 
were healthier than others  

We found out there there were higher levels of dissolved oxygen at Capisic 
Pond and East End River Mouth.  All of the plants and animals living in that area 
seemed to thrive more than others at different sites.  East End River Mouth had 
the highest levels of dissolved oxygen out of all the sites.  All of the plants living in 



that area were very healthy and tall.  The reason why this site has such healthy 
plant life is because it is maintained by humans.  The water we tested at that area 
was completely salt water and all of the other sites had either fresh or brackish 
water. Capisic Pond also had healthy plant and animal life with high levels of 
dissolved oxygen.  Muskrat Loop had the lowest levels of dissolved oxygen.  All the 
plants living there had to be really strong and hardy because the water is so 
unhealthy.  Most of the plants living there were not healthy and started to die.  
Human activity also contributed to Muskrat Loop’s Health.  There is a lot of 
construction going on in that area as well, as homeless people living there leaving 
trash in the area.  Stroudwater also had low levels of dissolved oxygen, but as you 
got farther into the sanctuary the plants did start to flourish.  As you can see, 
certain areas along the Fore River were very healthy with high dissolved oxygen 
and some had very poor ratings with unhealthy plant and animal life.  



pH tests are measured on a scale from 1-14
1-7 is acidic
7-8 is neutral
8-14 is basic (or alkaline)

Excellent= 6.5-7.5
Good= 6.0-6.4 and 7.6-8.0
Fair= 5.5-5.9 and 8.1-8.5
Poor= less than 5.5 and/or greater than 8.6

The next water test that I am going to talk about is the pH test. It is 
important to know how much pH is in the water because it tells you how acidic or 
basic the water is.  All of the sites had a different amount of pH in the water.  
Some had excellent and some had fair amounts of it.  All of the sites had different 
amounts, but none of them had poor levels of it which is very good.

Most of the sites had a good levels of pH but East End had the worst out of 
all four sites.   All of the rest of the sites were either fresh or brackish water and 
they all good amounts of pH.  Muskrat Loops water overall is not very healthy.  In 
this test the levels of pH was pretty good.  It was not best out of all four sites, but it 
still had a good rating.  Stroudwater Sanctuary and Capisic Pond have very good 



levels of pH. By far Capisic Pond had the best pH levels out of all four sites.  The 
whole area has very healthy water quality.  What made the plants in this site so 
healthy was that there was a lot of diversity.  Everywhere you looked there was not 
a lot of one plant; there was a variety.  All of the water was clean and healthy, 
except for one area where there was a gorilla cage.  In that area it is brackish 
water but all of the rest of the water was fresh.  It is good to have a good amount 
of pH because if you have too much the water will get very acidic which is bad for 
the marine life, so you want to be near the middle not too basic but not too acidic.

Nitrate tests are measured on a scale from 0.25-10 parts per million.

Excellent= 0.25-1
Good= 1.1-3
Fair= 3.1-4.9
Poor= greater than 5

This next test is the last test that I am going to talk about.  Nitrogen in the 
water is used to help plants grow.  In this test all of the sites have very good levels 
of nitrogen.  It is not good to have too much nitrogen in the water because the 
plants growing in the water will get too big and increase the population of them.  
When there are too many plants then when they start to decompose they will take 
up so much oxygen that there won’t be much left for the living plants and animals.



This test that we took was on nitrogen and every site that we visited had very 
good levels of it. At East End River Mouth there was excellent amounts of it.  
There was a perfect amount.  That is good because that might mean that they had 
good levels of dissolved oxygen.  Because there is a good amount, when the plants 
start to decompose there will still be enough oxygen for all of the other plants.  
That is the same for Muskrat Loop and Stroudwater Sanctuary.  They both also 
had excellent amounts of nitrogen.  The plants in the water were not overloaded 
and there was enough oxygen for all of the other living things.  Capisic Pond did 
not have ratings as good as all of the other four sites, but it was still a very good 
test.  This test had a little too much nitrogen at some tests so there is a possibility 
that the plants could grow too big and suck up too much oxygen.  As you can see, 
if there is too much nitrogen in the water then it can be a bad thing, but it is good 
to have some nitrogen in the water because it helps the plants grow.

Overall Health

I think that the overall health of the Fore River ecosystem is a 5.4 on the 
health continuum.  I took all of the ratings that I gave for each site and averaged 
them and it came out to 5.4.  After that I looked at how much damage was done 
by humans and nature.  All of the sites differed on how healthy they were and how 
much damage was in that area.  The one site that had the least amount of 
dissolved oxygen was Muskrat Loop.  It had very poor plant diversity which made 
the area have bad water, air and soil.  That meant that the plants living in that 
area had to be strong and tough to survive in such bad conditions.  Places like 
Capisic Pond had a good amount of plant diversity which made the area around it 
healthy.  Capisic Pond’s plant life was healthy because the water quality had high 
amounts of dissolved oxygen.  At East End River Mouth there was very low 
diversity in the plant life and the area was filled with invasive species which affected 
the air, water, and soil quality.  The two sites that had the greatest amount of 
human activity was Muskrat Loop and East End River Mouth.  They had a lot of 
construction and waste at the places.  Things like paved sidewalks, buildings, and 
litter were at all of those sites.  In the past there was a lot of pollution going on.  
Industries dumped chemicals which had a negative affect on the water quality. 
People should consider reducing the amount of pollution created by industries when 
thinking about future development because it affects the plants, animals, the air, 
soil, and also water quality in many places.  As you can see, it is extremely 
important to keep all of the plants and animals in our city healthy.
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